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THREE SISTERS TO BE
SPRING PRODUCTION
AT ACADIA THEATRE COMPANY

Anton Chekhov’s classic comedy-drama *Three Sisters* will be the spring production of the Acadia Theatre Company. Running Mar. 9-19, 2016, the production will feature an all-new adaptation by director Michael Devine.

Chechnya, 2016: the three daughters of a deceased Russian military commander live out their lives in a provincial town. Despised by the local population, desperate for the culture and diversions of far-away Moscow where they were raised, Olga, Masha, Irina and their brother Andrei look for meaning in the people and the world around them. The world is full of choices—or have the choices already been made for them?

*Three Sisters* remains utterly contemporary in its examination of how we come to desire lives we cannot attain and sometimes undervalue the lives we live. Filled with Chekhov’s trademark humanity and gentle humour, *Three Sisters* is about family, community, and the discovery that the road to self-knowledge is filled with potholes.